SIMPLE SEISMIC DATA MANAGEMENT
Data Management is HARD
Users struggle to participate...
Conflicted users tend to make poor choices

For example…

• Loading new data straight into applications without QC’ing first
• Saving copies of projects to local hard disks
• Skipping QC of dataset geometry
• Keeping original copies of data in desk drawers
Which way will your users go?
Choosing the wrong path... is easy!
We can’t carry on like this!
FUSE IM:
Our software solves HARD problems
XStreamline™
XStreamline provides simple tools to make data management quick and easy to see results fast

- Loading and QC’ing new datasets takes a fraction of the time
- Data is validated before being used
- All data is saved in one easily accessible place
- Changes made to data are documented automatically
- Governance becomes something that just ‘happens’
Now, choosing the right path is easy!
XStreamline Workflows make things better
...with the power of
Comprehensive data models for products being managed
Workflow deployment for managing information
Context-rich views of data
Publish data to a spatially enabled search engine
Start loading and distributing data to your users!
...so *this* is what the future looks like...
SIMPLE
(and easy)
SEISMIC
DATA MANAGEMENT
For a live demo, email

DAVID.HOLMES
@FUSEIM.COM

Or call us on +44 1483 762816
FUSE IM
For cloud and workflow-enabled upstream data management
www.fuseim.com